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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
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South African Demographic and Health Survey
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South African Informal Traders Association

SANHANES

South African National Health and Nutrition Survey

SARS

South African Revenue Service

StatsSA

Statistics South Africa

TAG

Tobacco, Alcohol and Gambling Advisory Advocacy Group

TISA

Tobacco Institute of South Africa

WHO

World Health Organization

YRBS

Youth Risk Behaviour Survey
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FOREWORD
Unless there is suitable intervention, smoking prevalence is predicted to increase significantly in SubSaharan Africa. This situation is likely to increase the growing burden of non-communicable diseases
in the region. As would be expected in an epidemiological model, the vector remains an important target
for disease control. The vector for tobacco-induced diseases is the tobacco industry.
The focus of these report series on tobacco industry monitoring (TIM) in Sub-Saharan Africa is
prompted by the reality that the multinational tobacco industry has shifted efforts to growing its market
in this youthful region, where about one in five people is an impressionable youth between the age of
15 and 24 years. Sub-Saharan Africa has become a target, not only because the tobacco industry sees
future significant economic growth in the region and thus increasing its purchasing power, but also
because it regards the socio-political system in the region as open to corruption. Having worked in
tobacco control across the region for almost two decades, I identified a need to provide a structured
report of country experiences of tobacco industry interference in tobacco control to garner concerted
efforts at both the national and regional levels to counter these activities in order to prevent the initiation
of the use of tobacco and other nicotine products.
The tobacco industry applies similar tactics across various countries, as can be observed from several
of the country reports. The most frequently reported interference strategies include using the media to
shape public opinion or promote tobacco products, and lobbying policymakers to influence the
legislative/regulatory process. This observation highlights the need for a whole-of-government or multisectoral approach to the implementation of Article 5.3 and related guidelines in the WHO’s Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC). Civil society organisations (CSOs) can also play a role
in holding the tobacco industry accountable. This series of reports provides examples of how this has
been done in some of the countries that have successfully passed tobacco control legislation. A
compilation of country-specific experiences of tobacco industry interference and CSO responses in
holding the tobacco industry and government accountable not only helps parties to the WHO FCTC to
realize that their situation is not unique, but also shows them that the problems are not insurmountable.
The Africa Centre for Tobacco Industry Monitoring and Policy Research (ATIM) at the Sefako
Makgatho Health Sciences University, in collaboration with the African Capacity Building Foundation
is working to Build capacity for Effective Tobacco industry monitoring & Accountability (BETA) in
Sub-Saharan Africa. ATIM is an observatory that has been created to monitor and maintain a repository
of the tobacco industry’s activities in the region. It has produced monitoring tools that can be used to
log daily industry activities. The ATIM has developed training programmes targeted at both
governmental and nongovernmental organisations. These reports have been created by the
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instructors/mentors on the training programme, in collaboration with some mentees who have already
been trained and/or in consultation with key tobacco control stakeholders in the countries. The total
population of the 11 countries covered in this series of reports comprises approximately half of the
entire population in Sub-Saharan Africa. I trust that tobacco control stakeholders will find this report a
compelling read and helpful in supporting their endeavours.

Professor Olalekan Ayo-Yusuf
Deputy Vice Chancellor: Research, Postgraduate Studies and Innovation
Director: African Centre for Tobacco Industry Monitoring and Policy Research (ATIM)
Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University (SMU)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
Tobacco use is the single largest preventable cause of death globally. The tobacco industry has been
described as the vector of the tobacco epidemic. Therefore, to curtail tobacco use and prevent or reduce
tobacco-induced diseases, it is important that the industry responsible for this preventable human
catastrophe is put on a perpetual watch list. This is especially important because the tobacco industry
has not relented in its aggressive marketing of harmful products, despite the body of evidence showing
that tobacco products are deadly and not fit for human consumption at any level.

Background
South Africa is in the process of formulating a new tobacco policy to replace the Tobacco Products
Control Act 83 of 1993. The new bill, the Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery Systems
Bill, was opened for public comment between May and August 2018 and is set to repeal the Tobacco
Products Control Act of 1993. This process has raised a storm regarding tobacco control in the country.
The tobacco industry is making every effort to discredit the Bill and to resist many of the provisions of
the Bill. From their side, tobacco control advocates and the public health community are doing their
best to push back against the industry’s onslaught on the Bill. However, the effectiveness of these
opposing efforts cannot yet be ascertained.

Approach/conceptual framework
This report was compiled using evidence gathered from an extensive online search of the relevant
literature and news reports, as well as personal communications between the author and tobacco control
advocates in South Africa. Data were extracted into tables and templates to make for easy interpretation
and understanding of tobacco industry activities and what is being done to counter them in South Africa.

Environmental scan of tobacco industry activities
The tobacco industry in South Africa is currently very active in the media and is organizing various
workshops and panel discussions on topics related to South Africa’s new tobacco control bill. The
industry is also engaging many third party allies and previously unknown groups to oppose the Bill
through protest news articles and activities to raise questions about the consequences of the Bill. If the
Bill is passed, for the first time, South Africa will be regulating electronic cigarettes, and this has not
been received kindly by the industry or its allies, as they argue that it does not support the so-called
harm reduction strategy. There is also a lot of buzz about the illicit cigarette market in South Africa,
which is believed to be a means to discourage the plain packaging regulations contained in the Bill.
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Another important finding is the extent of government officials’ and political heads’ interactions with
the industry and the government’s reliance on the tobacco industry for information on key issues such
as illicit trade and tobacco farming. In this regard, the South African Revenue Service (SARS) even
reported on its website that it has entered into an agreement to work with the Tobacco Institute of South
Africa (TISA) to curb the illicit tobacco trade and tax evasion.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The industry has launched an attack on South Africa’s new tobacco control bill. The response of the
tobacco control community has been more reactive than proactive. If the public health war promoted
by ‘big tobacco’ is to be won by the public health community and tobacco control advocates in South
Africa, there is an urgent need to do the following:
 In-country tobacco control advocates and researchers must work together and proactively plan how
success could be achieved.
 The international community and the larger African tobacco control advocates must come to the
aid of the South African tobacco control community and the National Department of Health
(NDoH) and provide the funding and expertise needed to stem the activities of the tobacco industry.
 The South African government needs to use the necessary resources, including research institutions,
to get accurate and unbiased statistics on key issues regarding the tobacco industry, tobacco industry
activities and products in South Africa and must stop relying on the industry itself to provide
statistics.
 The Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery Systems Bill must be urgently passed by
Parliament.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
In 2017, South Africa’s estimated population was 55 million people,7 making it a key country in SubSaharan Africa to both the tobacco industry and public health. This is because the country is an
important economic player in southern Africa and in Africa as a region in general. Many countries look
up to South Africa to provide the leadership needed to drive the continent’s agenda. In terms of tobacco
control, the country was already a leading player prior to the planning and negotiations of the WHO
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC). The first tobacco law in South Africa was
passed in 1993, making the country one of the few African countries with a tobacco control law in place
prior to the WHO FCTC. South Africa also played a leading role in the regional representation during
the negotiations of the WHO FCTC, and it ratified the international treaty in 2005.4
South Africa is currently in the process of formulating a new tobacco policy to replace the old Tobacco
Products Control Act 83 of 1993 as amended. The new bill, which is called the Control of Tobacco
Products and Electronic Delivery Systems Bill, was opened for public comment between May and
August 2018. This process has elicited a storm of reactions regarding tobacco control in the country.
The tobacco industry is making every effort to discredit the Bill and opposes many of the provisions of
the Bill. In their turn, tobacco control advocates and the public health community are doing their best
to push back against the industry’s onslaught on the bill. Who will succeed at the end of the day could
depend on how effectively the public health community is able to convince Members of Parliament and
the general public that the tobacco industry is not to be trusted and that no amount of financial benefit
tobacco brings to the economy is enough to make up for the losses it causes in society in the long run.
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CHAPTER 2:
BACKGROUND
2.1 Country demographics and economic profile
The last census in South Africa (Census 20118) pegged the South African population at fifty-one
million, seven hundred and seventy thousand, five hundred and sixty (51 770 560). As of July 2017, the
population of South Africa is estimated to be 54 841 552.7 Life expectancy in South Africa is 63.8 years
– among males it is 62.4 years and among females it is 65.3 years (2017 est.).9 Health expenditure in
South Africa is 8.8% of GDP (2014).7 South Africa is categorized as a middle-income and developing
country with a wide wealth disparity, caused by many years of colonialism and apartheid.10 The Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) of South Africa in 2017 was estimated at $344.1 billion, and the GDP-PPP
was estimated at $757.3 billion.7 The composition of the GDP by sector of origin is 2.8% agriculture,
29.7% industry and 67.5% services.7 South Africa’s labour force is comprised of 22.19 million (2017
est.)7 and the country’s unemployment rate was reported as 27.6% for 2017.7 The population of South
Africa living below the poverty line is 25.2%, which translates to about 13.8 million people.11 South
Africa imports machinery and equipment, chemicals, petroleum products, scientific instruments, and
foodstuffs, estimated at $80.22 billion.7 The country’s exports include gold, diamonds, platinum,
machinery, equipment and other metals and minerals, estimated at $78.25 billion as of 2017.7

2.2 The burden of tobacco use
Tobacco use has been declining in South Africa since the implementation of the Tobacco Products
Control Act 1993, which was amended in 2008.10 From 1993 to 2000, smoking rates dropped by more
than 25%, from 32.6% to 27.1%.10 In recent years, however, the smoking rates in South Africa have
reached a plateau. Current figures reported by the SADHS (2016) show the prevalence of smoking
among adults over the age of 15 years to be 37% among males and 8% among females.12 These figures
are higher than the estimated projections by the WHO (see Table 1).13
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Table 1: Fitted trends in current tobacco smoking among persons aged 15 years and older
CURRENT TOBACCO SMOKING (%)
Men

Women

Both sexes

Year

Lower
95%
CI

Point
estimate

Upper
95%
CI

Lower
95%
CI

Point
estimate

Upper
95%
CI

Lower
95%
CI

Point
estimate

Upper
95%
CI

Estimated no.
of current
smokers

2000

27.6

34.6

44.1

9.4

12.2

15.5

18.2

23.1

29.4

6 931 800

2005

26.2

33.2

39.8

7.8

9.7

11.8

16.7

21.0

25.3

7 008 300

2010

25.6

32.0

39.7

6.2

7.8

9.8

15.5

19.4

24.1

7 001 400

2015

40.7

4.8

6.4

8.3

13.9

18.2

23.8

6 891 800

7.1

11.4

17.3

24.0

6 827 500

6.3

9.7

16.5

25.1

6 840 400

23.9

31.1

2020

20.0

30.4

42.3

3.3

5.2

2025

17.4

29.6

45.2

2.5

4.2

Voluntary
target
(30% relative
reduction from
2010 to 2025)

22.4

5.5

13.6

Source: Adapted from the WHO Global Report on trends in prevalence of tobacco smoking 201513

2.3 Description of South Africa’s political system
Type of political system and independence
South Africa is a constitutional democracy.14 The country gained nominal independence from Britain
on 31 May 1910, when the Union of South Africa was formed from four former British colonies: the
Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State.7 In 1961, the Union gained full
independence and was declared a republic.7 The Nationalist Party, which imposed the infamous
apartheid policy, ruled the country from 1948 until 1991, when then President F.W. de Klerk began
repealing apartheid legislation.15 In April 1994, South Africa finally became a true democracy, when
majority rule was instituted with the election of the African National Congress (ANC) as its ruling party
and Nelson Mandela as the first black president of the Republic.7,15
Constitution and legal system
The current South African constitution was approved by the Constitutional Court in December 1996,
and came into effect in February 1997.7 It has been amended many times.7 The country’s legal system
combines the legal systems of Roman-Dutch civil law, English common law, and customary law.7
Section 166 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa deals with the judicial system and
establishes the following courts: the Constitutional Court, the Supreme Court of Appeal, the High
Courts, and the Magistrates’ Courts.16 The Superior Courts Act declares the Chief Justice, who exercises
responsibility over all Courts in the Republic.16
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Political structure (legislative, executive, and judiciary)
Executive (Cabinet) – President Matamela Cyril Ramaphosa began his presidency on 15 February 2018
after the resignation of Mr Jacob Zuma. The Deputy President, Mr David Mabuza, was appointed on
26 February 2018. The President is indirectly elected by the National Assembly for a five-year term
and can serve up to two terms.7 South Africa’s ruling party is the ANC.
Legislative (Parliament) – South Africa has a Bicameral Parliament consisting of the National Council
of Provinces (NCOP) and the National Assembly. The NCOP has 90 seats. Ten-member delegations
are appointed by each of the nine provincial legislatures to serve five-year terms. This council has
special powers to protect regional interests, including safeguarding cultural and linguistic traditions
among ethnic minorities. The National Assembly has 400 seats, to which members are directly elected
in multi-seat constituencies by proportional representation vote to serve a five-year term.7,17
Judiciary (courts) – The highest court in South Africa is the Constitutional Court, which consists of the
Chief and Deputy Chief Justices and nine judges. Next in the hierarchy is the Supreme Court of Appeal,
consisting of the Court President, Deputy President, and 21 judges. Subordinate courts include the High
Courts, Magistrates’ Courts, Labor Courts and Land Claims Courts.7
2.4 Tobacco industry documents
A search in the Truth Tobacco Industry Documents library using the search terms ‘tobacco’, ‘industry’
and ‘South Africa’ yielded 29 799 hits. These documents are still being studied to idenitfy and document
the tobacco industry’s activities in the country, as documented by industry players themselves.
Manipulating science
A landscape review of research publications on the tobacco industry in South Africa revealed only one
paper, which was sponsored by an electronic cigarette manufacturer, Twisp. There is a possibility that
the result which is reported may be biased, especially as the findings favoured the use of the Twisp
brand of e-cigarette, though the authors acknowledged being funded by Twisp.18
Media review
The South African government opened its new tobacco control bill for public comment on 8 May 2018,
and public comment closed on 9 August 2018. Before and since this public comment, the tobacco
industry has attacked the Bill, mainly in the media. Media campaigns were mainly targeted at
 discrediting the bill through publications by TISA, Fair-Trade Independent Tobacco Association
(FITA) and third party allies,19,20
 using scare tactics to provoke antagonism to the Bill, for example, by spreading messages
emphasizing draconian punishments/fines for contravening the law,21 and
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 speaking through front groups and third party allies to discredit the process of drafting the Bill –
notably accusing the National Department of Health (NDoH) of not consulting enough stakeholders
in the socio-economic impact assessment required for the Bill to proceed to Parliament.22

Figure 1: #HandsOffMyChoices campaign by JTI
Source: https://www.handsoffmychoices.co.za/

Social media were also used to raise awarenesss against the bill through the Hashtag Hands Off My
Choices (#HandsOffMyChoices) campaign sponsored by Japan Tobacco International (JTI). A special
website was created for this campaign (https://www.handsoffmychoices.co.za/).
The campaign emphasised
arguments

voiced

by

BATSA, such as that ‘it will
increase illicit trade’ and ‘it
will

negatively

impact

retailers’, and claimed the
Bill will take away people’s
freedom of choice. 54

Other means used include co-opting professionals to speak against the Bill. This was done by organizing
a workshop and inviting notable professionals in South Africa.23
A systematic search of newspaper articles mentioning the Bill was done between February and
August 2019. The summary of the articles published in online newspapers and blogs is presented in
Appendix 1. This summary presents the key issues discussed in the media before and during the
period the Bill was opened for public comments. It also identifies organizations and businesses who
were for or against the Bill.
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CHAPTER 3:
MAPPING THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY
The tobacco industry does not only involve tobacco products manufacturing, it is also comprised of
other subsectors, such as farming, manufacture, distribution, and sales of tobacco, which are likely to
be opposed to effective tobacco control. Most of the information contained in a large part of this chapter
was sourced from government documents, which relied heavily on information provided by TISA. The
authenticity of these statistics derived from TISA could not be verified independently.

3.1 Farming
Three classes of tobacco are produced in South Africa: flue-cured, air-cured and sun-cured tobacco.
Flue-cured tobacco is mainly used for cigarettes; air-cured tobacco is mainly used as pipe tobacco, snuff
and roll-your-own (RYO) cigarettes, and sun-cured tobacco is produced for snuff and oriental tobacco.
It is estimated that 40% to 45% of flue-cured tobacco and 60% to 70% of air-cured tobacco are used for
local consumption.29
According to TISA, tobacco is cultivated on about 5000 hectares of land in South Africa. There are 176
commercial tobacco farmers in South Africa, and about 155 small-scale tobacco farmers, with between
8 000 and 10 000 farm workers in the tobacco subsector across the country.30 The figures may be an
overestimation (as is typical of the tobacco industry)31 especially given illicit trade.32,33
Newspaper reports show that British America Tobacco South Africa (BATSA) initiated an experimental
project, the ‘Emerging Farmers Initiative’, in partnership with Limpopo Tobacco Processors and Mobile
Agri Skills Development and Training (MASDT), which is described as a ‘one stop centre for small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the agricultural sector’. The task of MASDT was to provide support
to emerging farmers in rural areas. This initiative involved introducing rural farmers to tobacco-growing
in conjunction with other crops.34,35 To expand the programme, BATSA signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Department of Small Business Development, the Eastern Cape Development
Corporation and the North West Provincial Government to ensure continued support for the
programme.53

Producing areas
Tobacco is cultivated primarily in five provinces in South Africa: the Eastern Cape (Gamtoos Valley),
Limpopo (Lephalale/Ellisras), Mokopane/Potgietersrus, Mookgopong/Naboomspruit, Sterkrivier,
Vaalwater), Mpumalanga (the Lowveld and the Loskop areas), North West (Brits, Groot Marico,
Rustenburg), and the Western Cape (Oudtshoorn).29
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Production
Tobacco production in South Africa was estimated in 2015/16 at 15 000 tons in total, comprised of four
tons of flue-cured tobacco and 13.4 tons of air-cured tobacco. Total tobacco production increased by
1 000 tons in 2015/16, compared to the 2014/15 marketing season..29 In the 2014/15 marketing session,
there were 186 tobacco farmers cultivating 4 739 hectares of land in South Africa.29

3.2 Manufacturing
Information available on tobacco manufacturing in South Africa was largely sourced from the TISA.
TISA states that more than 90% of tobacco produced in the country is used for manufacturing highquality tobacco products.30
Table 2: Tobacco producer organizations and co-operatives in South Africa
CIGARETTE
MANUFACTURERS

PIPE AND SNUFF TOBACCO
MANUFACTURERS

LEAF
MECHANTS/
DEALERS

TOBACCO
PRODUCERS

British American Tobacco
South Africa (Pty) Ltd
(BATSA)

Swedish Match SA: Leonard
Dingler (Pipe and Snuff)

Universal Leaf
South Africa

Limpopo
Tobacco
Processors

Japanese Tobacco
International South Africa
(JTI)

Swedish Match SA: Best Blend
(Pipe)

Tobacco
Traders

Gamtoos
Tobacco Cooperative

Mastermind Tobacco SA (Pty)
Ltd

MLP Distributors
(Medicated/treated snuff)

Alliance One
International

Mokopane
Tobacco

Gallagher SA

Van Erkoms Tabakke (Edms)
Bpk (Pipe and Snuff)

TRIBAC

Philip Morris South Africa

World Class Connection Trading
(Pty) Ltd (Roll Tobacco for
export)

Virginia Leaf
Company (Pty)
Ltd

AJ Padia Tobacco Merchants
KTC HS Spies & Broers
Source: Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF): A profile of the South African tobacco market value chain.
201629

The companies listed in Table 2 represent about 95% of the tobacco industry in South Africa. Other
companies involved in tobacco include
 African Affiliated Tobacco
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 Apollo Tobacco
 Brasant Enterprises (affiliate of Swedish Match)
 Capital Tobacco
 Imperial Tobacco
 SA Nicecentury Trading CC
 Shutel Tobacco29
 Carnilux

3.3 Distribution
There are approximately 466 registered tobacco suppliers in South Africa. These registered companies
are divided into suppliers for cigarettes, cigars, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco, and smoking paper.36

3.4 Retail
More than 20 of the top-selling cigarette brands in South Africa are offered by British American
Tobacco, including Peter Stuyvesant, Dunhill, Kent, and Rothmans.37 BATSA controls the largest
market share of cigarette sales, with 78% in 2015.26 Other cigarette brands sold in South Africa include
Consulate, Craven A, Gauloises Blondes, Gunston, Lexington, Lucky Strike, Mills Special, Paul
Revere, Princeton, Ransom, Rembrandt van Rijn, Royals, Texan, Vogue and Winfield. In April 2004,
the Altria Group launched Marlboro in South Africa, in the popular rather than the premium price
group.37
Cigarette price band definition and average cigarette price breakdown are shown in Tables 3 and 4,
based on information sourced from Euromonitor International.26
Table 3: Cigarette price band definition (2016)
Price band

Price

Unit

Brand examples

Premium

R38.00 and above

Pack of 20

Camel Classic, Dunhill Fine Cuts

Mid-priced

R28.00-R37.00

Pack of 20

Benson & Hedges, Peter Stuyvesant

Economy

Under R27.00

Pack of 20

LD Red, Winston, Pall Mall

Source: Euromonitor International, based on company reports and store checks. Table adopted from Euromonitor International:
Cigarettes in South Africa 26
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Table 4: Average cigarette pack price breakdown for 2016 using brand examples (prices in
South African Rand)
Premium

Mid-priced

Economy

Marlboro

Peter Stuyvesant

Pall Mall

(Pack of 20)

(Pack of 20)

(Pack of 20)

Price

%

Price

%

Price

%

Wholesale

18.3

46.3

14.8

42.2

7.0

28.0

Retailer

4.0

10.9

3.5

10.0

2.5

10.0

Retained

22.3

57.2

18.3

52.2

9.5

38.0

Specific Excise

12.4

31.5

12.4

35.5

12.4

49.7

Ad valorem Excise

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

VAT

4.9

12.3

4.3

12.3

3.1

12.3

TOTAL Tax

17.3

43.8

16.7

47.8

15.5

62.0

End Price

39.5

100.0

35. 0

100.0

25.0

100.0

Source: Euromonitor International from store check data and trade interviews. Table adopted from Euromonitor
International:Cigarettes in South Africa26

3.5 Marketing
The net worth of the South African tobacco industry
is estimated at R28.8 billion, maintained by
8.2 million adult tobacco consumers. The industry’s
contribution to government revenue was about
R16.6 billion paid to excise duty and VAT in the
2016/2017 marketing season.
Sales figures in million sticks of cigarettes shows the
following:

23 504.9

(2010),

22 907.3

(2011),

22 036.4 (2012), 21 071.5 (2013), 20 228.7 (2014),
and 19 385.1 (2015). These figures reveal a slight but
consistent decline in sales over the five-year period
covered in the report.26

Figure 3: E-cigarette marketing in a
shopping mall in South Africa
Picture credit: Catherine Egbe, 17 December, 2017
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The tobacco market in South Africa is made up of major players in the global tobacco industry. Tobacco
manufacturers in South Africa (as they do globally) use diverse tactics, including placement, as well as
attractive and child/youth-friendly colours for packaging (see Figure 4).
With regard to electronic cigarette products (e-cigarettes), the currently applicable tobacco control law
(the Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act 63 of 2008)38 does not cover the regulation of
e-cigarattes. The marketing of e-cigarattes in South Africa is therefore largely unrestricted. E-cigarette
kiosks are set up in advantageous positions in shopping malls displaying the attractive colours of their
packaging and flavourings. Potential shoppers are even encouraged to try the product before buying
(see Figure 3), which goes against the WHO FCTC regulation regarding tobacco products (including ecigarettes). Regulation of e-cigarettes in South Africa is urgently needed to stop manufacturers of the
products from getting more people addicted to the product through aggressive marketing. Hopefully,
the new tobacco control bill, when it is passed into law, will fill this gap.39

Figure 4: Colour packaging for Winston cigarette anticipating
the plain legislation on plain packaging

Figure 5: Promoting
tobacco by promoting an
artist, GreatJoy Ndlovu

Domestic market and prices
Roughly 40% to 45% of flue-cured and 60% to 70% of air-cured tobacco are consumed locally. Final
tobacco products are supplied through 364 wholesalers, 55 000 retailers and about 60 000 small
participants in the informal market setting, which includes street vendors and spaza shops.29
Euromonitor International reports that for the years 2010 to 2015, the top retailers of cigarettes were
grocery retailers (96.7-96.8%), including supermarkets (66-66.1%), convenience stores (11.3%) and
tobacco specialists (4.5%).26

Export volumes
An average of 607 tons of tobacco not stemmed are exported per annum, representing 50% to 60% of
what is produced annually. Flue-cured tobacco that is not consumed locally is exported mainly to
Europe, Asia and other African countries. Tobacco export qualifies for duty free access to the USA
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under the Africa Growth and Opportunities Act. Generally, a tariff of between 2.5% and 18.4% was
applied to tobacco exports from South Africa to several regions of the world during the 2016 marketing
season.29 Cigarette export volumes from 2010 to 2015 are presented in Table 5.

Import volumes
Approximately 5 065 tons of unprocessed tobacco are importSed into South Africa, to a total of 50 653
tons between 2006 and 2015. Most of these imports are from Asia. Since 2006, import volumes have
been greater than export volumes, because more tobacco raw materials and finished products are being
imported, due to a significant decline in domestic production. The decline in production and export
volumes during the 2015/16 marketing season has been attributed to labour laws and the cost involved
in manufacturing tobacco.29 Cigarette import volumes from 2010 to 2015 are also presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Volume of cigarette production, imports, and exports, 2010–2015
Million
sticks

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

20 912.0

22 985.0

24 531.9

25 832.1

26 994.5

27 939.3

Import

334.5

367.7

386.8

403.4

417.5

430.1

Export

1 928.0

2 064.0

2 183.7

2 277.6

2 357.3

2 428.0

Production

Source: Euromonitor International from GTIS, official statistics, trade associations, trade press, trade interviews. Table
adapted from Euromonitor International: Cigarettes in South Africa26
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CHAPTER 4:
MAPPING TOBACCO CONTROL LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WHO FCTC
4.1 Past legislation
South Africa was a leader in tobacco control in Africa in the 1990s, with the country’s first tobacco
control law passed in 1993, effective February 1994 (Tobacco Products Control Act 83 of 1993).24 The
country amended that law three times, with the Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act 12 of 1999,
the Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act 23 of 2007, and the Tobacco Products Control
Amendment Act 63 of 2008.24 Six regulations were passed between 1995 and 2012 (see Table 6) to
help with the implementation of the law. Table 6 shows a list of all tobacco control legislation in South
Africa. A comparison has also been made to show the compatibility of South Africa’s existing law with
the WHO FCTC (see Table 7).
Table 6: Tobacco control legislation in South Africa
Year

Title of legislation

Type of legislation

1993

Tobacco Products Control Act 83 of 1993

Law

1999

Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act, No 12 of 1999

Law

1995

Regulations Relating to the Labelling, Advertising, and Sale of
Tobacco Products Notice No GN2063 (as amended by Notice
No. GN1148 in 1995)

Regulation

2000

Notice No R. 974 of 2000 relating to the maximum permissible
yield of tar, nicotine and other constituents in tobacco products

Regulation

2000

Notice No R. 975 of 2000 on Regulations relating to smoking of
tobacco products in public places

Regulation

2000

Notice No R. 976 of 2000 on Regulations relating to the point of
sale of tobacco products.

Regulation

2000

Notice No R. 977 of 2000 on Regulations relating to provision for
exemption for unintended consequences and the phasing out of
existing sponsorship or contractual obligations

Regulation

2007

Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act, No 23 of 2007

Law

2008

Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act, No 63 of 2008

Law

2011

Notice No R. 429 of 2011 on Regulations relating standards for
Manufacturing of Reduced Ignition Propensity (RIP) Cigarettes

Regulation

2018

Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery Systems
Bill opened for public comments

Bill
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Using the MPOWER measures against equivalent articles in the WHO Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC), an assessment of tobacco control in South Africa is detailed below.
Appendix 2 also summarises the gaps, barriers and opportunities for implementation of the WHO
FCTC in South Africa, as in August 2018.
Article 21 – Monitor: Monitor tobacco use and prevention policies
South Africa has not implemented the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS), but has implemented the
Global Youth Tobacco Survey (GYTS) four times, in 1999, 2002, 2008 and 2011.25 However, various
national surveys include tobacco-related questions, namely the South African Demographic and Health
Survey (SADHS), the All Media and Product Survey (AMPS), the Youth Risk Behaviour Survey
(YRBS), the South African National Health and Nutrition Survey (SANHANES), the South African
National HIV Prevalence Incidence And Behaviour Survey, and the Cancer Registry and as part of the
Vital Registration Infrastructure Initiative for death registrations.10 These surveys assess the prevalence
of tobacco use, especially among South African adults.10
Article 8 – Protect: Protect people from tobacco smoke
The present law in South Africa allows for 25% designated smoking areas in public places. However,
government buildings are mostly smoke-free.
Some organizations
are voluntarily
adopting a smokefree policy (see
Figure 6), but
compliance in some
public places is low
(see Figure 7).

Figure 6: ‘Non Smoking
Hotel’ sign in a Durban hotel
Picture credit: Catherine Egbe,
September 13, 2018

Figure 7: Smoker puffing a cigarette
close to a ‘No Smoking’ sign outside OR
Tambo International Airport,
Johannesburg
Picture credit: Catherine Egbe, September 13, 2018)
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The new Bill, which is currently in the formulation process, will eliminate designated smoking areas if
it is passed into law. Also, children under the age of 12 will be protected from second-hand smoke in
motor vehicles, even if the vehicles are privately owned.

Article 14 – Offer: Offer help to quit
There is a national quit line for smokers who need help to quit. This quit line (011-720-3145) supported
by the South African National Department of Health is managed by the National Council Against
Smoking (NCAS). NCAS has also produced a handbook, Make a fresh start – your personal guide to
stop smoking, to help smokers who want to quit.

Article 11 – Warn: Warn about the dangers of tobacco
There are not many awareness programmes on the dangers of smoking in South Africa. From time to
time, tobacco control experts are called upon to talk about the dangers of smoking, but there is no
ongoing awareness programme to educate the public on the dangers of smoking. The health warnings
on tobacco packaging currently cover about 25% of the total package area. No graphic health warnings
are used and health warnings are only in English.

Article 13 – Enforce: Enforce bans on tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship
All forms of tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship have been banned in South Africa,
including cross-border advertising. These bans are being enforced in South Africa. However, the current
law still allows for the industry to make contributions to charitable organizations.

Article 6 - Raise: Raise taxes on tobacco
Taxes make up about 52% of the retail price of cigarettes in South Africa.26 Cigarette excise taxes have
been consistently raised in South Africa for the last eight years, including 2018. Figures obtained from
Euromonitor International show the excise tax in Rand per 20 sticks was as follows: R7.7 (2010), R8.9
(2011), R10.3 (2012), R10.9 (2013), R11.6 (2014), R12.4 (2015).26 Import duty has remained 45% since
2010.26 However, the cumulative effect of the ‘sin tax’ on the purchase price of tobacco products such
as cigarettes, when matched with the inflation rates, makes it a challenge for these tax increases to
achieve the purpose of tobacco control. An excerpt from a comment by the Chief Executive of the
Tobacco, Alcohol and Gambling Advisory Advocacy Group (TAG) captures some of the problems with
the tobacco taxation in South Africa:
Tax on a pack of 20 cigarettes increased from R14.33 to R15.52 (8.3%), in addition to the 1%
increase in VAT. However, what really happened is that the tobacco industry has succeeded in
making cigarettes cheaper, despite being faced with the increase in excise tax and VAT. In
Johannesburg, Brand A was R36.49 and is now R36.50. Brand B was R32.49 and is now R32.50.
Brand X was R39.99 and is now R40.00. Brand Y was R37.99 and is now R38.00. This pattern
applies to all brands, which TAG surveyed. Despite the increases in tax and VAT, cigarettes have
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become cheaper by the current rate of inflation of about 4.4% (Media release via email, Peter Ucko,
CEO TAG, 10 April, 2018).
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Table 7: Comparison of South Africa’s existing tobacco control law and the WHO FCTC

WHO FCTC Requirement

Provision in South African tobacco control law and regulations
ARTICLE 5: General obligations

Essential infrastructure for tobacco control



Tobacco control is under the health promotion unit

National coordinating mechanism



No provision

Multi-sectoral tobacco control strategies



No visible multi-sectoral tobacco control strategy

Plans and legislation to prevent and reduce
tobacco use, nicotine addiction and exposure
to tobacco smoke.




There are health warnings on tobacco products to alert the public
A national quit line is provided to the public managed by the National Council Against Smoking
(NCAS)

ARTICLE 5.3: Protect tobacco control and
public health policies from commercial and
other vested interested of the tobacco
industry



There are no guidelines guarding interaction between the government and the tobacco industry

ARTICLE 8: 100% Smokefree public places
Educational facilities with minors




100% smoke freeᴬ
Private dwelling is excluded from the definition of ‘workplace’, no person may smoke any tobacco
product in a private dwelling if that dwelling is used for any commercial childcare, or activity for
schooling or tutoringᴬ

Workplaces




25% of the entire workplace may be designated as a smoking area²
Employer must ensure that employees who do not want to be exposed to tobacco smoke are
protected and employees may object to tobacco smoke in the workplace without retaliation²

Aeroplanes



100% smoke free
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Passenger trains and ships




In trains exceeding 10 carriages, 2 carriages are designated as a smoking area and in trains with 10
or fewer carriages, only 1 carriage is designated as a smoking area ²
The ship operator may allocate not more than 25% of the total accommodation as designated smoking
areas²

Motor vehicles with children less than 12
years old



100% smoke free

Pubs and bars, Nightclubs, Resturants,
Hotels, Guest houses and hospitality venues



25% designated smoking area with a prescribed ‘SMOKING AREA’ sign and a health warning
message²
Air from smoking area is to be directly exhausted outside and not re-circulated²



Article 9: Regulation of the contents of tobacco products
Testing and measuring the contents and
emissions of tobacco products







Regulating the contents and emissions of
tobacco products





Testing of cigarettes must be in accordance with the American Society of Testing and Materials
(‘ASTM’) standard E2187-09⁵
Cigarettes must be tested as part of a test trial⁵
Each test of a cigarettes must be conducted on the 10 layers of filter paper⁵
Laboratories conducting testing for written certification must be accredited by the International
Organisation for Standardization pursuant to standard ISO/IEC Guide 17025:2005⁵
Laboratories conducting testing should implement a quality control and quality assurance program that
includes a procedure that will determine the repeatability of the testing results (repeatability value
should not be greater than 0.19)⁵
The tar yield of cigarettes must not be greater than 12 mg per cigarette¹
The nicotine yield must not be greater than 1.2 mg per cigarette¹
Annexure 3 of regulation⁶: the amount of tar and nicotine in a cigarette shall be determined in
accordance with the International Standards Organization’s methods⁶
Article 10: Regulation of tobacco product disclosures

Disclosure of information about the contents
of tobacco products



Annexure 3 of regulation⁶: the amount of tar and nicotine in a cigarette shall be disclosed as per
government agreement method ⁶
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Disclosure of information about the
emissions of tobacco products

Annexure 3 of regulation⁶: the amount of tar and nicotine in a cigarette shall be disclosed as per
government agreement method ⁶
Article 11: Packaging and labelling of tobacco products

Prohibit misleading tobacco packaging and
labelling



No person shall package/label a tobacco product in any way that is false or misleading about its
characteristics, properties, health effects, etc. including any term, descriptor, trade mark, figurative or
other sign that directly or indirectly creates the impression that a particular tobacco product is less
harmful than another tobacco product ᴬ

Health warnings required



Annexure 2 of regulation⁶ provides the health warnings that should be on every tobacco product.⁶

Large, clear rotating health warnings



Annexure 1 column B and C of regulation⁶ provide guidelines pertaining to the position of the health
warnings

Health warnings occupy not less than 30%



Annexure 1 column B and C of regulation ⁶: the health warning are only required to occupy 20% of the
packaging.⁶

Health warnings in principal language(s)



The warning and information to be reflected on a package or contained advertisement should be in the
same language as the main language used on the package or in the advertisement (but in one of the
official languages of South Africa)⁶

Information on constituents and emissions
required on packages



Annexure 3 of regulation ⁶: the amount of tar and nicotine in a cigarette shall be disclosed as per
government agreement method ⁶

Article 12: Education, communication, training and public awareness
Education, communication, training and
public awareness



No provision for education, communication, training and sponsorship to raise public awareness on the
dangers of using tobacco

Article 13: Tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship
Ban on all tobacco advertising, promotion
and sponsorship (TAPS) instituted



No person shall advertise or promote, or cause any other person to advertise or promote, a tobacco
product through any direct or indirect means, including through sponsorship of any organization,
event, service, physical establishment, program, project, bursary, scholarship or any other method. ᴬ
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Existing contracts were exempted to continue for a period of two years from the 23rd of April 1999
before cessation in regulation. ⁴
Tobacco industry is permitted to make a charitable financial contribution or sponsorship.ᴬ

Ban covering cross-border advertising
entering the country



Some advertisements originating from outside South Africa, if not targeted at the South African public,
are exempted from the 23rd of April 1999 for a period of two years. ⁴

Use of direct or indirect incentives restricted



No person shall offer any gifts, cash rebate or right to participant in, or attend any contest, lottery or
game, any sporting, cultural, social or recreational event, to any person in consideration of the
purchase of a tobacco product, or the furnishing of evidence of such a purchase, or the confirmation of
use of a tobacco product. ᴬ

Disclosure of advertising expenditures
required

Subject to Chapter 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, any information that a
manufacturer or importer of a tobacco product must submit to the Minister and to the public, including
information in respect of:
 Research conducted into a tobacco product by a manufacturer or by a person who conducted
research paid for in whole or in part by a manufacturer;


Ban on sponsorship of international events
and activities

Marketing expenditure. ᴬ

No manufacturer, importer, distributor or retailer of tobacco products shall:



organize or promote any organized activity that is to take place in whole or in part in the Republic;
make any financial contribution to any organized activity that is to take place, or is taking place, or has
taken place in whole or in part in the Republic ᴬ

Article 14: Demand reduction measures concerning tobacco dependence and reduction
Implemented media campaigns on the
importance of quitting



No provision

Implemented telephone quit lines



Smoking cessation helplines are provided for on GN R1148 Annexure 2 Part B in regulation⁶

Designed programmes to promote cessation
of tobacco use



No provision
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Primary health care providing programmes
on diagnosis and treatment



No provision

Accessibility and affordability of
pharmaceutical products facilitated



No provision
Article 16: Sales to and by minors

Sales of tobacco products to minors
prohibited



No person shall sell or supply any tobacco product to any person under the age of 18 years ᴬ

Required that sellers request evidence that 
potential purchasers have reached full legal
age

No provision

Ban of sale of tobacco in any directly
accessible manner

The display of tobacco products for sale inside wholesaler’s or retailer’s premises must be as follows:



Tobacco products must be displayed only in the sales unit and
The sales unit is not on any counter accessible to the public ᴬ

Manufacture and sale of any objects in the
form of tobacco products prohibited



No person may sell or supply any confectionary or toy that resembles or is intended to represent any
tobacco productᴬ

Sale of tobacco products from vending
machines prohibited

Allowed provided that:




Distribution of free tobacco products to the
public prohibited

The vending machine not be used for any other purpose but the sale of tobacco products ᴬ
A notice be displayed in the prescribed manner, containing prescribed information regarding any
tobacco product available in the vending machine ᴬ
It shall be the responsibility of any person during such time as he or she is responsible for or has
control of the premises in which any vending machine is kept, to ensure that no person under the age
of 18 years makes use of any such machine ᴬ

No manufacturer, distributor, importer or retailer of a tobacco product, or any person or acting agent on
behalf of a manufacturer, distributor, importer or retailer, shall for free, or at a reduced price, other than a
normal trade discount:


Distribute any tobacco product; or
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Supply any tobacco product to any person for subsequent distributionᴬ

Sale of cigarettes individually or in small
packets prohibited



No provision

Penalties against sellers stipulated



Any person who contravenes or fail to comply with the law or any regulations made in terms of the Act
shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fineᴬ

Sale of tobacco products by minors
prohibited



The owner or person in charge of any business shall ensure that no person under the age of 18 years’
in his or her employ or under his or her control, as the case may be, shall sell or offer to sell any
tobacco product on the business premisesᴬ

Note: Articles 15 (illicit trade) and 17 (alternative livelihood) not captured by the law
TC LAW/REGULATIONS REFERENCE
A: Tobacco Products Control Act 83 of 1993 as amended by Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act 63 of 2008
1: Regulation No.R.974 passed 29 September 2000: Notice relating to the maximum permissible yield of tar, nicotine and other constituents in tobacco
products.
2: Regulation No.R.975 passed 29 September 2000: Notice relating to smoking of tobacco products in public places.
3. Regulation No.R.976 passed 29 September 2000: Regulations relating to the point of sale of tobacco products.
4. Regulation No.R.977 passed 29 September 2000: Regulations relating to provision for exemption for unintended consequences and the phasing out of
existing sponsorship or contractual obligations.
5. Regulation No.R.429 passed 16 May 2011: Regulations relating to the standards for manufacturing of reduced ignition propensity (RIP) cigarettes.
6. Regulation No. GNR1148 amended 4 August 1995: Regulations relating to the labelling, advertising and sale of tobacco products.
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4.2 Present
As mentioned earlier in this report, South Africa is at present in the process of putting in place a new
tobacco control law.27 This Bill was opened for public comments from May to August 2018. The Bill
seeks to put South Africa on the map as one of the countries with a WHO FCTC-compliant tobacco
control law, but the journey to make this a reality is just beginning.

4.3 Future
It is a challenge to say what the future will look like for South Africa with regard to tobacco control.
The country clearly has strong researchers and houses an observatory (ATIM) and a Research Unit on
the Economics of Excisable Products (REEP), and specifically the Economics of Tobacco Control
Project (ETCP) hosted at University of Cape Town. This positions South Africa well to match the
tobacco industry with correct and evidence-based information on tobacco control to drive policy.
However, the country lacks the human resources to match the tobacco industry’s propaganda machine
and funding for propaganda activities. Organizations working on tobacco control in South Africa are
largely either government-funded or research-based. There is the need for more civil society
organizations that will hold both government and tobacco industry accountable on tobacco control
deliverables.
In addition, the government relies heavily on the tobacco industry to provide the much-needed statistics
on the economic impact of the tobacco industry with regard to marketing and market share, retail, illicit
trade, farming, and tobacco cultivation. In preparing this document, it was noticed that much of the
information available in government documents is quoted from industry-related organizations such as
TISA and FITA. This should raise serious concern regarding whether South Africa is indeed
implementing the WHO FCTC’s Article 5.3 and its guidelines, which ought to guide the interaction of
government with the tobacco industry.28 Knowing that there is an irreconcilable conflict of interest
between tobacco control and the tobacco industry, governments should not work with the industry to
regulate tobacco use.28
The way forward is for the South African government, through the Department of Health, to lay down
clear guidelines to implement Article 5.3 and its guidelines. There is need for StatsSA and tobacco
control researchers in South Africa to commission and fund research that would provide the muchneeded statistics to understand tobacco issues in the country better.
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CHAPTER 5:
ENVIRONMENT SCAN OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY TACTICS
5.1 Tobacco industry lobbying political influence/policy or legislative interference
There is no clear evidence of the tobacco industry’s lobbying South African politicians, aside from
allegations in the book titled The President’s keepers, which highlighted business dealings between
some tobacco companies and some politicians and/or their family members.40 Chief of these was the
alleged sponsoring of Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma’s campaign as African National Congress (ANC)
president in December 2017. This is worrying, because Dr Dlamini Zuma was one of the frontrunners
of tobacco control in South Africa when she was a Minister of Health (1998 to 2008). When Dr Manto
Tshabalala-Msimang received the ‘Outstanding Leadership by a Government Ministry’ award during
the 10th World Conference on Tobacco or Health (WCTOH) on behalf of the Department of Health, Dr
Msimang paid tribute to Dr Dlamini Zuma (her predecessor), saying that Dr Dlamini Zuma had ‘piloted
the tobacco control legislation through parliament in the face of loud and persistent public criticism’.41
The current Tobacco Industry Interference Report (2019) also claims that ‘self-confessed’ tobacco
smuggler Adriano Mazzotti paid thousands of Rand to several political figures and Revenue Service
officials to exert their political influence.54
Appendix 2 also summarises the gaps, barriers and opportunities for implementation of the WHO
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) as well as tobacco industry interference in tobacco
control in South Africa.
A scan of the Southern African Legal Information Institute42 archive of litigation involving the tobacco
industry yielded 16 cases, most of which were private cases between two tobacco companies, or
between a tobacco company and its employees. Only one case was found to be relevant to tobacco
control. However, a search in the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids recorded five court cases in the
legislation archive for South Africa, in addition to the relevant case from the Southern African Legal
Information Institute site, yielding four other cases (three linked cases and one new case). Details of
these cases are captured in Table 8.
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Table 8: Litigation involving the tobacco industry in South Africa
S/n

Relevant dates

Case title/case summary

1

ASA
directorate:
Delivered 16
May 201143

British American Tobacco / K Willaims
& Others / 17013:
Consumer complaints were lodged
against advertising for British American
Tobacco’s illicit cigarette
campaign. Complaints were lodged
against billboard and press
advertisements as well as radio
commercials.

2

Supreme court
of appeal:
Heard: 30 April
2012
Delivered: 20
June 2012 (on
appeal)43

3

High Court,
North
Gauteng:

BATSA v Minister of Health (Case No.
463/2011) [2012] ZASCA 107 (20 June
2018).
Proper interpretation of S31(1)(a) of
the Tobacco Products Control Act 83
of 1993 as amended, read with the
definitions of ‘advertise’ and
‘promotion’
BATSA v Minister of Health
(60230/2009):

Plaintiff (who
sued)/complainant
*
Mr Kendall
Williams,
Ms T Hart,
Mr Al-Ameen
Kafaar,
Mr Dougie Oakes,
Mr Charles T van
Bergen,
Mr Keith Reeves,
Mr Ian Williams
Ajay Bowan

Defendant/respon
dent*

Judgement (state
who favoured)

Comment

British American
Tobacco South
Africa (Pty)
Ltd

Complainants

British American
Tobacco South
Africa (Pty)
Ltd

Minister of Health;
National Council
Against Smoking
(NCAS)

Minister of Health
and NCAS

The complaints are partially
upheld.
The respondent is required
to:
 Withdraw the advertising
campaign in its entirety;
 Action the withdrawal of the
advertising with immediate
effect upon receipt of this
ruling;
 Ensure that the advertising
is withdrawn within the
deadlines stipulated in Clause
15.3 of the
Procedural Guide; and
 Not use the advertising in
the current format again in
the future.
Appeal was dismissed
without cost.

British American
Tobacco South
Africa (Pty)

Minister of Health;
National Council

Minister of Health
and NCAS

Applicant's application is
dismissed with costs of both
the respondent and those of
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Heard: 17
March 2011
Delivered: 19
May 201143

4

Constitutional
court: 6
August 201243

5

High Court,
Transvaal
provisional
division.
Date:
16/8/200543,44

Challenging the definition contained in
S31(1)(a) of the Tobacco Products
Control Act 83 of 1993 as amended,
read with the definitions of ‘advertise’
and ‘promotion.’
The applicant proposes an amendment
to the definition of ‘Advertisement’ by
adding the phrase ‘... and Consumers
where such communication is
restricted to communicate with existing
individual adult consenting Tobacco
users’ after the word ‘shareholders’.
BATSA v Minister of Health (Case
CCT 65/12):
Challenging the definition contained in
S31(1)(a) of the Tobacco Products
Control Act 83 of 1993 as amended,
read with the definitions of ‘advertise’
and ‘promotion.’
The applicant proposes an amendment
to the definition of ‘Advertisement’ by
adding the phrase ‘... and Consumers
where such communication is
restricted to communicate with existing
individual adult consenting Tobacco
users’ after the word ‘shareholders’
The applicant seeks an order, as a
matter of urgency, for the release of
2100 master cases of ‘Pacific Misty
Cigarettes’ that are held by the
respondents at Beit Bridge Customs.

Ltd

Against Smoking
(NCAS)

amicus curiae including the
costs of two counsel.

British American
Tobacco South
Africa (Pty)
Ltd

Minister of Health;
National Council
Against Smoking
(NCAS)

Minister of Health
and NCAS

The application for leave to
appeal is dismissed with
costs

SAVANNA
TOBACCO
COMPANY (PTY)
LTD (Registered
in Zimbabwe)

i. The Minister of
Finance
ii. The
Commissioner
of customs,
SARS
iii. The Controller
of Customs,
Musina

The defendants

The respondents were
entitled to detain the goods
whilst conducting
investigations and acted in
consequence of information
concerning the illicit
smuggling of cigarettes.
Thus, the application was
opposed
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5.2 Manipulating public opinion including use of ‘CSR’ and extent of media control
Activities checked under the domains outlined in Table 9 are described in details in various sections of
this report. The Tobacco Interference Index report highlights that Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities occurred when politicians, government departments and officials actively engaged,
supported, formed partnerships, participated and received contributions (monetary or otherwise) from
so-called CSR activities and programmes organized by the tobacco industry.54

Table 9: Tobacco industry manipulation of public opinion
Activities

Who?

What?

When?

Outcomes
(favorable opinion?)


Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)







Media reports









Promoting reduced risk
products









Agriculture labor
practices









Donations (financial etc.)

5.3 Front groups/Third party allies
Organizations working with the tobacco industry are outlined in Table 10. There are currently no
conspicuous links between these organizations and the tobacco industry, except for the fact that they
seem to speak the language of the industry.
Table 10: Tobacco industry front groups
Institutions/

Who?

What?

When?

Outcome (Reports,
policy briefs/ memos/
white papers)

Trade/ retail/
grower
organizations

South African Informal Traders
Association (SAITA); AgriSA; Food
and Allied Workers Union; South
African Spaza and Tuckshop
Association

Opposed to
new
tobacco bill

2018

Newspaper reports
condemning the new
bill

Think Tanks

Free Market Foundation

Opposed to
new
tobacco bill

2018

Newspaper reports
condemning the new
Bill

Policy
groups

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

organizations
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5.4 Undermining scientific evidence of the risks of tobacco use
Table 11: Tobacco industry activities to undermine science
Tobacco industry activities to undermine
Activities

Who?

What?

When?

Outcome (Publications etc.)

Research

Van Staden SR,
Groenewald M,
Engelbrecht R,
Becker P,
Hazelhurst L.

Carboxyhaemoglobin
levels, health and
lifestyle perceptions
in smokers
converting from
tobacco cigarettes to
electronic cigarettes.

2013

Published in the South African
Medical Journal. Outcome of
study: ‘Smoking the Twisp ecigarette may be a healthier
and more acceptable
alternative to smoking tobacco
cigarettes.’18

Reports

Unknown

5.5 Economic manipulation
For the new tobacco Bill to get to Parliament for consideration, a socio-economic impact assessment of
the proposed law is legally required. The socio-economic impact assessment (SEIS) for the new tobacco
law was conducted by the Economics of Tobacco Control Project of the University of Cape Town on
behalf of the National Department of Health in 2016. However, the tobacco industry tags the report as
being biased and flawed,22 and despite being consulted, has complained that there was not enough
consultation made during the gathering of the evidence to write this report. The industry also claims
that provisions in the Bill are not justified by the social economic impact assessment report.45 TISA has
complained about the report and its questioning of the process is an attempt to discredit the report and
delay the legislation.22

Employment
The top employer award for 2017 was not awarded to any tobacco company in South Africa.

Trade
There is a trade dispute between major and minor players in the tobacco industry in South Africa,
notably BATSA and Carnilux. In 2016, an affidavit leaked by a former employee of a security company
contracted by BATSA described how BATSA worked with officials from the South African Police
Service and SARS to spy on Carnilux and other competitors in a bid to maintain BATSA’s majority
hold of the tobacco market share.46 BATSA’s alleged illegal activities included bribing officers from
the South African Police Service and SARS and illegal spying on competitors under the pretext of
fighting the illicit tobacco trade.46

Tobacco taxes
Please see section on raised taxes in Chapter 4.
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Illicit trade/smuggling
On 15 August 2018, it was reported that the SARS had committed itself to working with the TISA and
the FITA to combat illicit tobacco trade and tax evasion. TISA and FITA make up about 99% of the
tobacco industry.47 The Tobacco Interference Index report (2019) highlights that the investigation by
SARS into South Africa’s R5 billion annual illicit tobacco trade exposed extensive infiltration of law
enforcement agencies by the multinational tobacco companies.54
Prior to the appointment of the immediate past Commissioner of SARS, Mr Thomas Moyane, there was
a ‘rogue unit’ at SARS investigating tax evasion and illicit trade in tobacco in South Africa. As
mentioned earlier in this report, it was alleged that this unit became involved with BATSA and
unlawfully spied on smaller competitors when Mr Moyane became the Commissioner of SARS in
2015.40,48
A study commissioned by TISA, the IPSOS study: The 2018 National Tobacco Market Study reported
that about 75% of illicit cigarettes are manufactured by Gold Leaf Tobacco Company (GLTC). This
figure purportedly based on market survey of cigarettes priced below the tax incidence, cannot be
independently verified. However, the Nielsen Scantrack cigarette sales data showing trends in volume
sales of cigarettes in South Africa also categorized 92% of GLTC’s brands (24 out of 26 brands) under
the ‘super low’ price segment, noting the likelihood that they could fall under illicit cigarettes. In the
IPSOS study, cigarettes were characterized as illicit if they were sold below the ‘tax owed’ price
(R17.85). This amount is the sum of 15% VAT and the excise tax on a pack of 20 cigarettes. 49 GLTC
was found to manufacture five of the top ten brands of ultra-cheap cigarettes.50 However, the result of
this IPSOS study must be interpreted with caution, given that the study was commissioned by TISA. It
is possible this is another attempt to divert the attention of the public from the activities of big tobacco
manufacturers, just as Mr Moyane has been accused of siding with the big tobacco manufacturers
represented by TISA against their smaller competitors to evade tax. 48 Also, the Nielsen Scantrack
cigarette sales data reveal that the total volume of cigarettes sold in the ‘super low’ price segment has
increased from only 10.9% to 18.5% of sales from 2015 to 2018.
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These data imply that there was a
steady increase in sales of cigarettes
in this price category, which are
20,000,000,000.00
brands similar to what IPSOS study
10,000,000,000.00
listed to be illicit cigarettes (Figure 8).
0.00
Although it is not clear what the
Total
Total
Total
Nielsen’s data categorized as ‘super
2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018
low’ they are likely not to have
SUPER LOW
TOTAL MARKET SHARE
cigarettes brands that evaded tax.
Interestingly, JTI’s Liggett Ducat brand, which is
Figure 8: Proportion of sales
featured in the Nielsen’s data as being in the 7th
Source:
highest position, with a volume sale of 4.3% of the
top ten brands under the ‘super low’ price segment, was not featured in the TISA-commissioned IPSOS
study report (see Tables 12 and 13). It should be noted that JTI is a member of TISA and JTI’s Liggett
Ducat brand was replaced in the top ten cheapest cigarette brands with another of GLTC’s brand,
Sahawi, in the IPSOS study. Whether this was deliberately done to protect a member of TISA or that
this particular super low price brand was not traded below ‘tax owed’ could not be ascertained. Another
important thing to note with the Nielsen’s data is that all big players in the tobacco industry have brands
within the ‘super low’ price category, giving the impression that all the tobacco manufacturers (big or
small) are represented in this segment of the tobacco market. This knowledge goes against the
impression that big tobacco manufacturers such as BATSA, JTI and Phillip Morris International (PMI)
want to make that only small tobacco manufacturers are evading tax and therefore sells at ‘super low’
prices. The fact that JTI has such relatively high volume sales in the ‘super low’ price segment also
questions JTI’s intentions in carrying out the #HandsOffMyChoices campaign, where one of the points
raised was tax evasion due to illicit trade.
Proportion of cigarettes sold in ‘super low" price segment

Table 12: Top ten ultra-cheap brands
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Source: IPSOS 2018 study: executive summary

Table 13: Nielsen Scantrack cigarette sales data on ‘super low’ price segment
Manufacturer

Brand name

GLTC

RG

835,627,090.0

36.3

GLTC

SAVANNAH

446,375,604.0

19.4

Carnilux Tobacco Company

JFK

287,314,909.0

12.5

Best Tobacco Company

CAESAR

182,877,063.0

7.9

GLTC

CHICAGO

164,948,853.0

7.2

GLTC

SHARP

100,365,260.0

4.4

JTI

LIGGETT DUCAT

98,299,603.0

4.3

Mastermind Tobacco Company

YES

81,688,610.0

3.5

Savannah

PACIFIC

73,093,674.0

3.2

Amalgamated Tobacco Manufacturers (ATM)

CK

34,578,003.0

1.5

Total

2017/2018 Volume Share

2,305,168,669.0

%

100.0

Source: Nielsen Scantrack cigarette sales data

5.6 Litigation threats or actual legal challenges
Please see Table 8 showing litigation in South Africa.

5.7 Strategies used to undermine tobacco control in South Africa and counter strategies
used by tobacco control advocates
A summary of the discursive/argumentative and/or instrumental strategies or actions employed by
industry and countering by advocates according to the WHO-identified categories is presented in Table
14.

Table 14: Strategies used to undermine tobacco control in South Africa and counter strategies
used by tobacco control advocates
Policy dystopia
model
WHO identified
categories
1. Maneuvering to
hijack the political
and legislative
process
2. Exaggerating the
economic
importance of the
industry

Discursive (arguments-based) strategies
Tobacco industry strategies

Tobacco advocates’ strategies

Unknown if strategy has been used

Supporting the NDoH in their effort to
see the bill successfully passed

 The bill if passed will lead to job
losses and affect small business
enterprises51
 Also using TISA and FITA to speak
on behalf of the industry

Projecting the argument of health cost
over benefits
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3. Manipulating
public opinion to
gain the
appearance of
respectability



4. Fabricating
support through
front groups

Groups like the FMF and small business
owners speak the language of the
industry but no explicit connection has
been established between these groups
and the tobacco industry

HPDF network members mobilized to
send comments to NDoH supporting bill
during the period the bill was opened for
public comments

5. Discrediting
proven science

Unknown if strategy has been used

Unknown if strategy has been used

6. Intimidating
governments with
litigation or the
threat of litigation

Unknown if strategy has been used

Unknown if strategy has been used

WHO identified
categories

Instrumental (activity-based) strategies
Tobacco industry strategies

Tobacco advocates’ strategies

1. Maneuvering to
hijack the political
and legislative
process

Pledging to work with SARS to combat
tax evasion and illicit trade47

NCAS and tobacco control experts
working with NDoH during the legislative
process

2. Exaggerating the
economic
importance of the
industry

Unknown if strategy has been used
under the category of activities

Countering the industry with the health
cost of treating tobacco related diseases

3. Manipulating
public opinion to
gain the
appearance of
respectability







Visibility in the media (newspaper
articles condemning the new bill and
creating fear about its impact on
human right)
Training programme for small
farmers to cultivate tobacco34

Using the media for image laundering
by highlighting training activities
provided for small farmers on how to
grow tobacco with other crops34,35

Media interviews to support tobacco
control






4. Fabricating
support through
front groups



Enrolling the support of prominent
citizens by organizing workshops with
these citizens as speakers

Countering these opinions through
newspaper articles.
Granting media interviews to counter
issues raised by the concerned
citizens and JTI
NCAS #Besmokefree campaign
used to counter JTI’s
#HandsOffMyChoices campaign
Started an online petition on
mobi.co.za

HPDF network members coordinated by
NCAS to support the bill

5. Discrediting
proven science

Unknown if strategy has been used

Unknown if strategy was used

6. Intimidating
governments with
litigation or the
threat of litigation

The tobacco industry took the NDoH and
NCAS to court over the interpretation of
Section 3(1)(a) of the Tobacco Products
Amendment Act 2008 which banned
advertisement. Case went up to the
supreme court and tobacco industry
lost.52

Unknown if strategy was used

HPDF- Health Promotion Development Foundation; JTI - Japan Tobacco International; NCAS –
National Council Against Smoking; NDHoH-National Department of Health
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
South Africa is an important regional and sub-regional key player in Africa in terms of both its tobacco
control community and its tobacco industry. South Africa has the experts it requires to drive tobacco
control, especially in research and industry monitoring. However, the country lacks a coordinated
tobacco control advocacy group – the key tobacco control advocacy group is the National Council
Against Smoking (NCAS), whose work is mostly concentrated in the Gauteng Province, although they
manage a national quit smoking line (011 720 3145). There is also a group of public health scientists
and advocates who have come together to form a network called the Health Promotion Development
Foundation (HPDF) Network, which coordinates with NCAS and the NDoH on issues relating to policy
and advocacy for public health.

Recommendations
To keep track successfully of tobacco industry interference in South Africa and to prevent it proactively,
the following recommendations are made:
 Tobacco control advocates in South Africa must work together with researchers.
 More organized non-governmental tobacco control advocacy groups are needed to push the tobacco
control agenda in South Africa and to pressurize the government to abide by FCTC guidelines.
 International tobacco control partners should focus on South Africa to give the needed helping hand
to consolidate the gains made regarding tobacco control in Africa.
 The South African government should fund research to provide up-to-date evidence on tobaccorelated issues in the country and not rely on the tobacco industry to provide such data.
 There is a need for clear policy to guide government and industry engagement in South Africa. This
will forestall such partnerships with the tobacco industry as were reported between SARS and
TISA/FITA.
 Sustained, aggressive and widespread public awareness campaigns using traditional and new media
are needed to enlighten the South African public on tobacco-related issues.
 There is a need to advocate for the Control of Tobacco Products and Electronic Delivery Systems
Bill to be urgently passed by Parliament, as has also recommended by the Tobacco Interference
Index report 2019.54
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: Summary of media articles about South Africa’s new tobacco control bill
S/N

Date

Title of the media
piece

Name of
media
channel

Journalist
name (author)

URL/Links (where available)

Key message(s) of article

1

14-Dec-17

Regulatory and
legislation confusion
regarding ecigarettes to be
resolved

Vapour
Product
Association

Vapour
Product
Association

https://vpasa.org.za/index.php/2017/1
2/14/regulatory-confusion-regardinge-cigarettes-resolved/

Vapour association highlight successful
usage of vaping to help smokers quit the
habit and legislative changes on vaping
around the world

2

24-Jan-18

INFOGRAPHIC: Bill
to ban smoking in
public places |
Rekord North

Rekord North

Thato
Mahlangu

https://rekordnorth.co.za/120177/billto-ban-smoking-in-public-places/

To raise awareness on how public
smoking largely affects people who do
not smoke. Seeks to educate the public
about the Bill

3

7-Mar-18

What to expect
from new smoking
laws in South Africa

Cape
Business
News

Super user

https://www.cbn.co.za/news/what-toexpect-from-new-smoking-laws-insouth-africa

Highlights keys aspects of the Bill

4

27-Apr-18

Govt looking for
feedback on tobacco
bill

Eyewitness
News

Gaye Davis
and Gaye
Davis

https://ewn.co.za/2018/04/27/govtlooking-for-feedback-on-tobacco-bill

Highlights key aspects of the Bill
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5

1-May-18

TISA concerned
about ‘extreme
tobacco legislation’

Farmer’s
Weekly

Staff Reporter

https://www.farmersweekly.co.za/agrinews/south-africa/tisa-concernedextreme-tobacco-legislation/

TISA calls on government to rather
tackle illicit trade instead of introducing
‘extreme legislations’

6

1-May-18

Cabinet approves
tobacco draft bill

Sowetanlive

Neo Goba

https://www.sowetanlive.co.za/news/s
outh-africa/2018-05-01-cabinetapproves-tobacco-draft-bill/

Presents opinions of the tobacco
industry and NDoH on consultations on
the Bill. The industry claimed they were
not consulted during the socio-economic
impact assessment, while NDoH refuted
their claim.

7

4-May-18

Foundation fired up
by ‘racist’ proposed
tobacco bill

Timeslive

Farren Collins

https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/sout
h-africa/2018-05-04-foundation-firedup-by-racist-proposed-tobacco-bill/

FMF calls the Bill a racist bill and
opposes the Bill

8

6-May-18

Smokers beware: the
law is coming

News 24

Vuyo Mkize

https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/
News/smokers-beware-the-law-iscoming-20180506-4

Highlights sampled public opinion about
proposed bill

9

9-May-18

11 important things
to know about South
Africa’s new bill on
smoking

Briefly

Desere Davis

https://briefly.co.za/14491-11
important-south-africas-bill
smoking.html#14491

Highlights 11 key aspects of the Bill

10

10-May18

Have your say in
the Tobacco Draft
Bill-CapeTown ETC

capetownetc

Lucinda
Dordley

http://www.capetownetc.com/news/to
bacco-draft-bill-up-for-publiccomment-not-ready/

Highlights key aspects of the Bill and
calls on the public to send their
comments

11

10-May18

6 changes to South
Africa’s new
smoking laws which

Business
Tech

Staff Writer

https://businesstech.co.za/news/lifest
yle/243471/6-changes-to-southafricas-new-smoking-laws-which-youneed-to-know-about/

Highlights new aspects of the Bill and
describes the implications of the new bill
to both smokers and non-smokers
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you need to know
about
12

10-May18

Draft law proposes
that South Africans
be jailed for up to
3 months for
smoking in public

Business
Insider SA

James de
Villers

https://www.businessinsider.co.za/so
uth-africans-can-be-jailed-for-up-to-3months-if-found-smoking-in-public-anew-draft-bill-proposes-2018-5

Scare tactics. Highlights punishments for
defaulters

13

11-May18

New SA law puts you
in jail for three
months if you smoke
in public

2oceansvibe
News

Nereesha patel

http://www.2oceansvibe.com/2018/05
/11/new-sa-law-puts-you-in-jail-forthree-months-if-you-smoke-in-public/

Highlights key provisions in the bill and
uses scare tactics describing jail time for
defaulters

14

15-May18

Small business
dismisses new
tobacco Bill as war
against the poor

Freemarket
foundation

FMF media
release

http://www.freemarketfoundation.com/
article-view/media-release_-smallbusiness-dismisses-new-tobacco-billas-war-against-the-poor

Small businesses speak against the Bill

15

18-May18

Six things that
concern the tobacco
industry about the
new draft bill

Fin 24 city
press

Lameez
Omarjee

https://www.fin24.com/Companies/Ag
ribusiness/six-things-that-concernthe-tobacco-industry-about-the-newdraft-bill-20180518

To raise industry’s (TISA and SAITA)
concerns over the new Bill

16

30-May18

10 smoking laws you
must know

Health 24

Olivia RoseInnes

https://www.health24.com/Lifestyle/St
op-smoking/Prevalance-in-sa/10smoking-laws-you-must-know20120721

Scare tactics. Highlights key aspects of
the Bill. Some highlighted aspects are
described in horrid ways to scare
readers. Says the Bill has been passed
and is being enforced which is untrue
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17

31-May18

New anti-tobacco
products law to be
introduced in SA

SABCNEWS

Neo Makwitting

http://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/
new-anti-tobacco-products-law-to-beintroduced-in-sa/

Presents the Bill from the perspective of
a NDoH personnel

18

31-May18

How South Africa is
tightening its tobacco
rules

The
Conversation

Catherine
Egbe

https://theconversation.com/howsouth-africa-is-tightening-its-tobaccorules-97382

Highlights keys aspects of the Bill and
why they are important

19

1-Jun-18

Press release FITA
01 June 2018

Fair-trade
independent
tobacco
association

Monique Vogel

http://f-ita.co.za/press-release-fita-01june-2018/

FITA press release. Opposes TISA’s
stance on illicit trade using a research
report of the overestimation of illicit
trade. FITA also draws attention to tax
evasion by multinational tobacco
companies to be considered in the
overall loss of revenue discuss.

20

10-Jun-18

How South Africa is
tightening its
tobacco rules-IOL

IOL

Catherine O.
Egbe

https://www.iol.co.za/lifestyle/health/h
ow-south-africa-is-tightening-its
tobacco-rules-15377923

Highlights key aspects of the Bill and
why they are important

21

15-Jun-18

SA fails to stub out
dodgy ciggies

Mail and
Guardian

Yolandi
Groenewald

https://mg.co.za/article/2018-06-1500-sa-fails-to-stub-out-dodgy-ciggies

Highlights the effect of the increase in
illicit trade on the economy

22

18-Jun-18

What can we expect
from the new
Tobacco Bill and its
ripple effect?

Biz
community

Andrew
Neumann

http://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/
196/717/178439.html

Highlights the restrictive regulations of
the new tobacco bill. The writer is the
general manager and vice president of
south, east and central Africa JTI

23

25-Jun-18

Proposed smoking
laws would remove
''rights and dignity’Tobacco company

The South
African

Nic Andersen

https://www.thesouthafrican.com/prop
osed-smoking-laws-remove-rightsdignity/

Highlights JTI’s position against the Bill
while highlighting some key aspects of
the Bill
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24

29-Jun-18

Tobacco products:
Plain packaging is
looming in South
Africa

Polity

Crispian Olver,
Jacques pauw,
Vytjie mentor,
Pallo Jordan
and Mandla
langa

http://www.polity.org.za/article/tobacc
o-products-plain-packaging-islooming-in-south-africa-2018-06-29

Discusses plain packaging, regulation of
e-cigarettes and POS display ban and
their effects on consumers and illicit
trade. Against the Bill

25

11-Jul-18

Proposed Tobacco
Bill puts 180 000 jobs
at risk - JTI

CAPETALK

Lengwadishan
g Ramphele

http://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/311
151/proposed-tobacco-bill-puts-180000-jobs-at-risk-jti

Highlights JTI’s position against the Bill
using scare tactics while highlighting
some key aspects of the bill

26

12-Jul-18

Is vaping the answer
to the draft Tobacco
Bill?

702

Zanele Zama

http://www.702.co.za/articles/311314/i
s-vaping-an-answer-to-the-drafttobacco-bill

Presents two deferring opinions from two
public health community members on
vaping

27

17-Jul-18

New smoking laws:
Understanding the
restrictions placed on
private property

The South
African

Luke Daniel

https://www.thesouthafrican.com/new
-smoking-laws-understanding-therestrictions-placed-on-privateproperty/

Highlights the need for the Bill to protect
the health and safety of those working in
private spaces like domestic workers.

28

17-Jul-18

7 things you need
know about South
Africa’s new smoking
bill

Alberton
Record

Caxton Central

https://albertonrecord.co.za/182983/7
-things-need-know-south-africas-newsmoking-bill/

Highlights key aspects of the Bill and
why they are important

29

17-Jul-18

Tobacco bill decrees
no smoking in homes

IOL

Wendy Jasson
Da Coasta

https://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/
tobacco-bill-decrees-no-smoking-inhomes-16066139

Highlights the aspects of the Bill to
protect non-smoking workers in private
homes. Presents differing opinions on
this piece
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30

20-Jul-18

3 Months jail time for
smoking in your own
home

George
Herald

George Herald

https://www.georgeherald.com/News/
Article/National/3-months-jail-time-forsmoking-in-your-own-home201807200513

Scare tactics. Highlights mainly
punishments for defaulters as contained
in the Bill. Called on the public to send
comments to NDoH aimed at stopping
the new Tobacco Control Bill

31

20-Jul-18

Opinions vary on
new smoking law

Zoutnet

Jo Robinson

https://www.zoutnet.co.za/articles/ne
ws/47753/2018-07-20/opinions-varyon-new-smoking-law

Presents opinions for and against the bill
from citizens and prominent others

32

20-Jul2018

Time running out to
comment on law that
could put you in jail
for smoking at home

The Citizen

Aimee-Lee
Verster

https://citizen.co.za/news/southafrica/1984032/time-running-out-tocomment-on-law-that-could-put-youin-jail-for-smoking-at-home/

Highlights the effect of the proposed bill
and invites citizens to send in comments
in opposition to the Bill. Uses scare
tactics

33

23-Jul-18

Proposed Tobacco
Control Bill could land
you in jail for smoking
in your own home

The north
coast courier

The north
coast courier

https://northcoastcourier.co.za/11328
2/proposed-tobacco-control-bill-landjail-smoking-home/

Uses scare tactics to highligh aspects of
the Bill and the punishment to defaulters

34

24-Jul-18

Tobacco industry
campaigns against
new bill

Health E

Masutane
Modjadji

https://www.healthe.org.za/2018/07/24/tobacco-industrycampaigns-against-new-bill/

Highlights the regulation of e-cigarettes
supported by evidence on the effects of
e-cigarettes on human health

35

31-Jul2018

Tobacco Bill
unjustified by
government’s own
impact assessment

daily
maverick

Ivo Vegter

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opini
onista/2018-07-31-tobacco-billunjustified-by-governments-ownimpact-assessment/

Opposes the Bill on the basis that the
impact assessment does not justify many
of its provisions

36

1-Aug-18

Informal traders hard
hit by proposed
Tobacco Bill

Voice of the
cape

Newsroom

https://www.vocfm.co.za/informaltraders-hard-hit-by-proposedtobacco-bill/

To highlight the negative effect of the
tobacco bill on informal trade
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37

5-Aug-18

Public has until
Thursday to comment
on tobacco bill

Eyewitness
News

Shimoney
Regter

https://ewn.co.za/2018/08/05/publichas-until-thursday-to-comment-ontobacco-bill

To raise awareness on the Bill. The
Cancer Society of South Africa (CANSA)
speaks on the effect of tobacco use and
advantage of the Bill

38

6-Aug-18

New tobacco bill is
deeply flawed

Spotong
Magazine

spotong

http://www.spotongmag.co.za/articles/
new-tobacco-bill-is-deeply-flawed8231.html

FMF representing 14 associations in the
restaurant, tavern and hospitality
industry, and in small business opposes
the Bill

39

8-Aug-18

International experts
highlight ‘significant
weakness’ in SA
Tobacco Bill

Medical Brief

Addiction
Focus

https://www.medicalbrief.co.za/archiv
es/international-experts-highlightsignificant-weakness-sa-tobacco-bill/

That the Bill did not consider ‘harm
reduction’ and did not differentiate
between nicotine delivery devices

40

8-Aug-18

New tobacco bill will
put thousands out of
work, say industry
groups

Businesslive

Tamar Kahn

https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/nati
onal/2018-08-08-new-tobacco-billwill-put-thousands-out-of-work-sayindustry-groups/

To highlight the effect of the bill on
informal businesses, Opinion of AgriSA,
the Food and Allied Workers Union and
the South African Spaza and Tuckshop
Association

41

8-Aug-18

South Africa’s
controversial
Tobacco Bill

Bhekisisa

Bhekisisa
Team

https://bhekisisa.org/article/2018-0808-read-south-africas-controversialtobaccobill

To raise awareness on some aspects of
the Bill

42

8-Aug-18

South Africa draft
tobacco Bill - protects
cigarette trade and
denies smokers
options to quit

Clive Bates

David
Sweanor,
David Abrams,
Ray Niaura,
Louise Ross

https://www.clivebates.com/southafrica-draft-tobacco-bill-protectscigarette-trade-and-denies-smokersoptions-to-quit/

Highlights position on vaping and the
new bill. Against regulating vaping as
smoking
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43

15-Aug-18

Parliament considers
tougher anti-smoking
bill

Africa News
24-7

Africa News
Team

http://www.africanews247.co.za/index.php/southafrica/parliament-considers-tougheranti-smoking-bill/

Anti-smoking bill opposed by some
businesses

44

15-Aug-15

South Africa's
parliament considers
tougher anti-smoking
bill

Reuters

Nomvelo
Chalumbira

https://www.reuters.com/article/ussafrica-tobacco-lawmaking/southafricas-parliament-considers-tougheranti-smoking-bill-idUSKBN1L01NO

Raises awareness about the Bill and the
backlash it is receiving from the industry

45

19-Aug-18

Professionals coopted to back
tobacco giants

daily
maverick

Masutane
Modjadji and
Kerry Cullinan

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/articl
e/2018-08-19-professionals-co-optedto-back-tobacco-giants/

Exposes how the industry is getting
professionals to speak on their behalf
against the Bill

46

Cigarette Laws in
South Africa

Choma

Choma

https://choma.co.za/articles/278/cigar
ette-laws-in-south-africa

Seeks to educate the public about
provisions in the Bill and stipulated
punishments for disobeying it

47

Tobacco Plain
Packaging: An
oncoming trademark
dispute
in South Africa?

IP Unit

Tanveer Jeewa

https://ip-unit.org/2018/tobacco-plainpackaging-an-oncoming-trademarkdispute-in-south-africa/

Discusses the implication of the Bill with
respect to right to health and intellectual
property infringement as is affected by
the provision on plain packaging.

48

South Africa a step
closer to plain
packaging tobacco
products

Adams and
Adams

Kelly
Thompson and
Kim
Rampersadh

https://www.adamsadams.com/southafrica-step-closer-plain-packagingtobacco-products/

Describes the plain packaging provisions
of the Bill with the conclusion that it is an
infringement on the rights of tobacco
companies

Note: This is not an exhaustive list of articles but represents a good proportion of types and issues presented in the media before and during the period the
tobacco control bill was opened for public comments
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APPENDIX 2: Implementation of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in South Africa
Implementation of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in South Africa
FCTC Articles

Legislative and regulatory
actions

Gaps in
legislative
and
regulatory
actions visà-vis FCTC

Opportunitie
s for
Implementati
on

Barriers to
Implementati
on

Tobacco
Industry
Interference

6 - Price and tax
measures to reduce the
demand for tobacco

Increase in excise tax

The increase
in excise tax
on tobacco
products has
not
translated to
an increase
in the price if
the normal
increase in
price due to
inflation is
considered

SARS to
increase tax
on all
tobacco
products

SARS has
not
introduced
any
significant
increases in
excise taxes
in the last
few years
(aside from
inflation
increases)

7 - Non-price measures
to reduce the demand
for tobacco
8 – Protection from
exposure to tobacco
smoke

-

-

-

-

The tobacco
industry uses
front groups
and news
media to state
that tax
increase will
lead to
increase in
illicit trade in
SA.54 Recently
industry has
called for a
freeze on
tobacco tax for
three years
-

Educational facilities with
minors

100% smoke freeᴬ

Private dwelling is excluded
from the definition of
‘workplace’, no person may
smoke any tobacco product
in a private dwelling if that

Allowing
25%
designated
smoking
area (DSA)
allowed in
some
facilities.

The new
tobacco bill
in SA seeks
to remove
DSAs and
enact a
100% smoke

Tobacco
industry and
its allies
creating a
sense of fear
in the public
and
especially

Tobacco
industry and
its allies

Response

Recommendatio
ns/ Way forward
etc

Government
nil

Civil Society
NCAS has
been
pushing for a
significant
tax increase
and
countering
industry
claims on
the link
between tax
increase and
illicit trade

-

-

-

The national
department
of health
(NDoH)
drafted a
new bill
which was
released for

CSOs led by
the National
Council
Against
Smoking
(NCAS)
have been
working to

SA needs
international
support to push
for the new bill
to pass as a
strong bill

Continuous
pressure on
government to
significantly
increase tax on
tobacco
products
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9 - Regulation of the
contents of tobacco
products

dwelling is used for any
commercial childcare, or
activity for schooling or
tutoringᴬ
Workplaces

25% of the entire workplace
may be designated as a
smoking area²
Aeroplanes

100% smoke free
Passenger trains and ships

Trains exceeding 10
carriages 2 carriages as
designated smoking area
and trains with 10 or less
carriages, only 1 carriage as
a designated smoking area.
²

The ship operator may
allocate not more than 25%
of the total accommodation
as designated smoking
areas²
Motor vehicles with children
less than 12 years old

100% smoke free
Pubs and bars, Nightclubs,
Restaurants, Hotels, Guest
houses and hospitality venues

25% designated smoking
area with a prescribed
‘SMOKING AREA’ sign and
a health warning message²
Testing and measuring the
contents and emissions of
tobacco products

Testing of cigarettes must
be in accordance with the
American Society of Testing

No
regulation
yet.
No details on
how the
government

free public
places

that smokers
will be
imprisoned.

-

-

-

public
comments in
May 2018.

enlighten the
public about
the
importance
of the Bill
and counter
industry
arguments
against the
Bill. The
NDOH with
support of
partners also
conducted a
question and
answer
session to
dispel
misrepresent
ations by
industry.

-

-

Government
should do
random testing
of tobacco
products to
verify if these
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and Materials (‘ASTM’)
standard E2187-09
Cigarettes must be tested as
part of a test trial⁵
Each test of a cigarettes
must be conducted on the
10 layers of filter paper⁵
Laboratories conducting
testing for written
certification must be
accredited by the
International Organisation
for Standardization pursuant
to standard ISO/IEC Guide
17025:2005⁵
Laboratories conducting
testing should implement a
quality control and quality
assurance program that
includes a procedure that
will determine the
repeatability of the testing
results (repeatability value
should not be greater than
0.19)⁵.

will monitor
or verify
cigarette
testing
standards or
content of
tobacco
products.

tests are being
done in the
highest
standards at the
cost of industry.

Regulating the contents and
emissions of tobacco products

The tar yield of cigarettes
must not be greater than
12mg per cigarette¹

The nicotine yield must not
be greater than 1.2 mg per
cigarette¹

Annexure 3 of regulation⁶:
the amount of tar and
nicotine in a cigarette shall
be determined in
accordance with the
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10 - Regulation of
tobacco product
disclosures

11 - Packaging and
labelling of tobacco
products

International Standards
Organization’s methods⁶
Disclosure of information
about the contents and
emissions of tobacco products

Annexure 3 of regulation⁶:
the amount of tar and
nicotine in a cigarette shall
be disclosed as per
government agreement
method ⁶
Prohibit misleading tobacco
packaging and labelling

No person shall
package/label a tobacco
product in any way that is
false or misleading about its
characteristics, properties,
health effects, etc. including
any term, descriptor, trade
mark, figurative or other sign
that directly or indirectly
creates the impression that
a particular tobacco product
is less harmful than another
tobacco product ᴬ
Large, clear rotating health
warnings

Annexure 1 column B and C
of regulation⁶ provide
guidelines pertaining to the
position of the health
warnings
Health warnings occupy not
less than 30%

Annexure 1 column B and C
of regulation ⁶: the health
warning are only required to

The extant
law
stipulates a
total of 20%
health
warning on
packages
and does not
cover ecigarettes.

Health
warning size
below FCTC
standard

The new
tobacco bill
in SA seeks
to introduce
standardized
packaging
with graphic
health
warnings
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12 - Education,
communication, training
and public awareness

13 - Tobacco
advertising, promotion
and sponsorship

occupy 20% of the
packaging.
Health warnings in principal
language(s)

The warning and information
to be reflected on a package
or contained advertisement
should be in the same
language as the main
language used on the
package or in the
advertisement (but in one of
the official languages of
South Africa)⁶
Education, communication,
training and public awareness

No provision for education,
communication, training and
sponsorship to raise public
awareness on the dangers
of using tobacco in the law

Ban on all tobacco advertising,
promotion and sponsorship
(TAPS) instituted

No person shall advertise or
promote, or cause any other
person to advertise or

Education,
communicati
on, training
and public
awareness is
not covered
in the law

Ban on
TAPS does
not cover ecigarettes

There is a
good
opportunity
to educate
the public
both about
tobacco
control and
the
importance
of tobacco
control
regulations
at this time
when the
country is
processing a
new tobacco
bill
New bill will
include ban
on TAPS for
e-cigarettes

There is a need
for public
education and
awareness on
tobacco control
issues. There
should be a
multi-media
campaign
targeting
subpopulations
and the larger
population

Lack of
regulation
covering ecigarettes

E-cigarettes
ae
aggressively
promoted as
cessation aids.
Tobacco
industry uses

New bill by
the NDoH to
close gap

Tobacco
industry should
be banned from
making
charitable
donations
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promote, a tobacco product
through any direct or indirect
means, including through
sponsorship of any
organization, event, service,
physical establishment,
program, project, bursary,
scholarship or any other
method. ᴬ

Existing contracts were
exempted to continue for a
period of two years from the
23rd of April 1999 before
cessation in regulation.⁴

Tobacco industry is
permitted to make a
charitable financial
contribution or sponsorship.ᴬ
Ban covering cross-border
advertising entering the
country

Some advertisements
originating from outside
South Africa, if not targeted
at the South African public,
are exempted from the 23rd
of April 1999 for a period of
two years. ⁴
Use of direct or indirect
incentives restricted

No person shall offer any
gifts, cash rebate or right to
participant in, or attend any
contest, lottery or game, any
sporting, cultural, social or
recreational event, to any
person in consideration of
the purchase of a tobacco
product, or the furnishing of

allies like the
tobacco
institute of
South Africa
(TISA) and
other allies
and third
parties
organizations
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evidence of such a
purchase, or the
confirmation of use of a
tobacco product. ᴬ
Disclosure of advertising
expenditures required
Subject to Chapter 2 of the
Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa, 1996, any
information that a manufacturer
or importer of a tobacco product
must submit to the Minister and
to the public, including
information in respect of:

Research conducted into a
tobacco product by a
manufacturer or by a person
who conducted research
paid for in whole or in part
by a manufacturer;

Marketing expenditure. ᴬ
Ban on sponsorship of
international events and
activities
No manufacturer, importer,
distributor or retailer of tobacco
products shall:

organize or promote any
organized activity that is to
take place in whole or in part
in the Republic;

make any financial
contribution to any
organized activity that is to
take place, or is taking
place, or has taken place in
whole or in part in the
Republic ᴬ
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14 - Demand reduction
measures concerning
tobacco dependence
and cessation

Implemented media
campaigns on the importance
of quitting

No provision
Implemented telephone quit
lines

Smoking cessation helplines
are provided for on GN
R1148 Annexure 2 Part B in
regulation⁶

The existing
law does not
cover public
awareness
on options
for
cessation.
Health
workers are
not obliged
to encourage
patients to
quit

15 - Illicit trade in
tobacco products.

Not covered by the law

Not covered
by the law

16 - Sales to and by
minors

Sales of tobacco products to
minors prohibited

No means of
confirming
age of

The
introduction
of the new
bill has
increased
discussion
about ecigarettes
and its ability
to aid
quitting. This
is an
opportunity

Ban on
vending
machines

Lack of
awareness
about
quitting aids
and where to
get help to
quit

The industry’s
promotion of
e-cigarettes as
a quit aid is
gaining more
popularity than
other less
harmful
options

Industry
influence

TISA carries
out campaign
against illicit
trade though
the records
show their
members are
also involved
in illicit trade.
The issue of
illicit trade is
used by the
industry to
fight tax
increase

Small
businesses
who sell

Tobacco
industry using
small business

Government
seeks to
regulate ecigarettes as
a tobacco
product

NCAS
operates a
quit line and
makes
efforts to
educate the
public on
issues
concerning
the
harmfulness
of ecigarettes

New bill by
NDoH seeks
to ban

None

Public
campaigns
emphasizing the
importance of
quitting needed.
Inexpensive
pharmacological
products for
smoking
cessation
should be in the
medicine
essential list for
example
nicotine patch.
Introduction of
cessation
counselling to
health
professional’s
curriculum
The South
African
Revenue
Service should
desist from
working with the
industry on illicit
trade. Strict
rules should be
put in place to
prevent such
partnership
between
government and
industry on illicit
trade.
Explore
possibilities of
increasing age
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No person shall sell or
supply any tobacco product
to any person under the age
of 18 years.
Required that sellers request
evidence that potential
purchasers have reached full
legal age

No provision
Ban of sale of tobacco in any
directly accessible manner
The display of tobacco products
for sale inside wholesaler’s or
retailer’s premises must be as
follows:

Tobacco products must be
displayed only in the sales
unit; and

The sales unit is not on any
counter accessible to the
public.
Manufacture and sale of any
objects in the form of tobacco
products prohibited

No person may sell or
supply any confectionary or
toy that resembles or is
intended to represent any
tobacco product. ᴬ
Sale of tobacco products from
vending machines prohibited
Allowed provided that:

The vending machine not be
used for any other purpose
but the sale of tobacco
products; ᴬ

A notice be displayed in the
prescribed manner,
containing prescribed

buyers if age
is in
question.
Law does
not prohibit
sales in
loose sticks

proposed in
new bill.

cigarettes
complain of
losing their
businesses if
stronger
restrictions
and ban of
vending
machines
are applied

organizations
as a front
group to
oppose new
bill

vending
machines

restrictions to
21years.
Identification
should be
required to buy
tobacco
products. Ban
on sales of
loose sticks of
cigarettes or in
small packs
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information regarding any
tobacco product available in
the vending machine. ᴬ

It shall be the responsibility
of any person during such
time as he or she is
responsible for or has
control of the premises in
which any vending machine
is kept, to ensure that no
person under the age of 18
years makes use of any
such machine
Distribution of free tobacco
products to the public
prohibited
No manufacturer, distributor,
importer or retailer of a tobacco
product, or any person or acting
agent on behalf of a
manufacturer, distributor,
importer or retailer, shall for free,
or at a reduced price, other than
a normal trade discount:

Distribute any tobacco
product; or

Supply any tobacco product
to any person for
subsequent distribution. ᴬ
Sale of cigarettes individually
or in small packets prohibited

No provision
Penalties against sellers
stipulated

Any person who
contravenes or fail to comply
with the law or any
regulations made in terms of
the Act shall be guilty of an
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17 - Provision of
support for
economically viable
alternative activities

18 - Protection of the
environment and the
health of persons
19 - Liability

offence and liable on
conviction to a fine.ᴬ
Sale of tobacco products by
minors prohibited

The owner or person in
charge of any business shall
ensure that no person under
the age of 18 years’ in his or
her employ or under his or
her control, as the case may
be, shall sell or offer to sell
any tobacco product on the
business premises. ᴬ
Not covered by the law

Not covered
by the law

BAT offers
incentives and
loans to young
farmers to
grow tobacco
products and
other crops

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Government
should
commission
research on
alternative
crops that would
be more
financially
rewarding than
tobacco to
encourage
farmers to
switch from
tobacco
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

TC LAW/REGULATIONS REFERENCE
A: Tobacco Products Control Act 83 of 1993 as amended by Tobacco Products Control Amendment Act 63 of 2008
1: Regulation No.R.974 passed 29 September 2000: Notice relating to the maximum permissible yield of tar, nicotine and other constituents in tobacco products.
2: Regulation No.R.975 passed 29 September 2000: Notice relating to smoking of tobacco products in public places.
3. Regulation No.R.976 passed 29 September 2000: Regulations relating to the point of sale of tobacco products.
4. Regulation No.R.977 passed 29 September 2000: Regulations relating to provision for exemption for unintended consequences and the phasing out of existing sponsorship or
contractual obligations.
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5. Regulation No.R.429 passed 16 May 2011: Regulations relating to the standards for manufacturing of reduced ignition propensity (RIP) cigarettes.
6. Regulation No.GNR1148 amended 4 August 1995: Regulations relating to the labelling, advertising and sale of tobacco products.
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